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Do you have what it takes to defeat
Spinston and save the galaxy?
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Boris Boddington the Third
wants the ice cream — all of the ice cream.

His army of robots, led by Spinston, have been deployed
across the galaxy to steal ice cream from every planet.

Load up your supercharged ice cream truck
and head out into space. 

Your mission:Your mission:
stop Spinston and foil Boddington’s Plan.

Saving the  galaxy is pretty sweet!



65 Weaponized Ice Cream Cards
5 Brain Freeze | 15 Single Serve | 15 Rapid Pop | 15 Boomsicle | 15 Funday

4 Ice Cream Truck Cards

13 Ice Cream Tokens

15 Planet Cards
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Game Components



27 Unique Boost Cards

40 Sprinkletonium Cards

3 Spinston Beam Tracker Cards

1 First Player Card

60 robot cards
3 Spinston | 3 Spinston 2.0 | 12 Little Chip | 8 Little Chunk
8 Peaboty | 6 Pewboty | 8 Punk Rockit | 6 Scrambles | 6 Ray

1 Rulebook

Game Components
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Card Explanations
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Players work together to save as many ice creams
as possible over the 5 different planets.

The group’s mission is a success if you can save
a combined 10 out of 13 Possible ice cream tokens.

At the end of the 5th planet, if your group has saved 
at least 10 ice creams, you will each score your own victory

point totals. The player with the highest scorepoint totals. The player with the highest score
is the Champion of the Galaxy. 

How To Win

Take control of your ice cream truck and collect
matching sets of weaponized ice creams. Each planet features 

a variety of robots that attack players while Spinston 
steals that planet's ice cream. Defeat Spinston robots 

to rescue the ice cream supply.

Using your matching WEAPONIZED ice cream cards,
shoot at the attacking robots which, when destroyed,shoot at the attacking robots which, when destroyed,

will drop Sprinkletonium. In-between planets,
you can use your Sprinkletonium to purchase upgrades

for your truck, making them more effective
in battling the robot invaders. 

Game Objective
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Example Game Setup



1 - Distribute an Ice Cream Truck card to each 
player to be placed in front of them. 

2 - Select the grouping of planets corresponding
to the number of players, order the planets in a 
deck from 1 to 5, and place them as shown. 

3 - Place the 3 Spinston Beam Track cards 
vertically near the playing area in numericalvertically near the playing area in numerical
order with 1 being at the bottom. The bottom card
should be flipped to show the man and ice Cream.

4 - After setting the Spinston and Spinston 2.0 
cards aside, shuffle the Robots cards and place 
the deck near the playing area allowing space
for discards beside them.

5 - Shuffle the Weaponized Ice Cream cards and 5 - Shuffle the Weaponized Ice Cream cards and 
place the deck somewhere all players can reach,
allowing space for a discard stack. 
 
6 - All boost cards (upgrades and effects) should
be shuffled and placed near the playing area.

7 - The sprinkletonium deck should be placed 
nearby and accessible to all players.nearby and accessible to all players.

8. Deal 7 Weaponized Ice Cream cards from the 
deck to each player. 

9. The person who has most recently eaten ice
cream is given the first player card. If a tie, the 
youngest player receives the card.
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Example Game Setup



Place Ice Cream victory tokens,
equal to the number of Spinstons
on that planet (either 2 or 3), onto
the card at the bottom of the
Spinston Beam Track.

D.

Draw and place robots from the Robot Card deck into
the locations indicated by the current planet card.C.

Arrange the Spinstons as indicated on the current 
planet card. Take note the proper color so that the 
correct Spinston or Spinston 2.0 are placed in their 
corresponding columns.

B.

Reveal the top card from the planet deck by turning 
it face up. The remaining planet cards will be 
revealed in order 1 through 5 as you progress 
through the game.

A.

The robots are invading and the players discover
what challenge they’ll be facing on that planet.

I.   Preparing The Planet
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How To Play
The game is played out over five planets with each planet 
consisting of three rounds. Rounds are broken up into
two phases: Player and Robot. During each phase,

players will each take one turn followed by all the robots
utilizing their attack abilities. 



* Beginning on the 3rd planet: Players who have zero ice 
cream tokens and zero Sprinkletonium may draw up to 7 
cards at the start of their turn. 

Draw 2 Weaponized Ice Cream Cards and choose 1 to Discard

A1 - Draw:

A.  Player Phase

Starting with the first player card holder, each player,
in clockwise order, takes a turn.

Note: Players are allowed to discuss their plans with each other
prior to taking their turns.

2.   Planet Invasion - Defend The Ice Cream!
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How To Play

discardWeaponized
Ice Cream
Deck

X



Use matching sets of Weaponized Ice Cream cards in your
hand to attack a single robot in the lowest occupied
position of any column. In order to defeat the targeted
robot, the player must discard a matching set of
weaponized ice cream cards; the set must be equal in
number to the defense value indicated on the targeted
robot. Brain Freeze cards are wild and can be usedrobot. Brain Freeze cards are wild and can be used
as any type. 

A2 - Fire Ice Cream Weapons:
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How To Play



Once all players have taken their turn, the robot
phase begins.

A5 - End Player phase:

After collecting Sprinkletonium, the active player may
choose to spend one of them at the end of their turn to
fill their Weaponized Ice Cream hand back up to 7 cards.

A4 - Optional:

+==

Place destroyed robots in the robot discard pile,
setting aside the Spinstons for use on future planets. 
The active player collects Sprinkletonium in an amount 
indicated by the destroyed robot.  If a Spinston was 
destroyed, the player additionally claims 1 ice cream 
token from the Spinston Beam Track.

A3 - Clean Up:
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How to Play



Flip the cards in the beam 
to represent the round 
change. The man holding 
the crate and the remaining 
ice cream tokens move 
together up the track.

After the 3rd round the iceAfter the 3rd round the ice
cream token at the top of
the beam are moved above 
the track

B2 - Ice Cream Beam Tracker:
      

1 2

3 4 5

6 7 8

9 10 11

Each remaining robot’s attack ability takes place, 
starting with the robots on the lowest row and going 
from left to right, followed by robots from the next 
lowest row and going from left to right until all robot 
attack effects have been activated.

B1 - Attack Effects:
      

B.  Robot Phase
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How To Play



After the 3rd Robot Phase is complete, any ice cream
tokens that were moved above the track are captured 
by the Spinstons. These ice cream tokens are removed 
from the game. All remaining robots on the planet escape 
to the robot discard pile. Place the Spinston cards off to 
the side for use on future planets.

B4 - Escape:

If any ice cream tokens remain on the track, a new player 
phase begins with the player holding the first player card.

B3 - Players Turn:
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How To Play



The active buying player may either: 

Purchase 1 card from the face up cards
--or--

Pay 1 Sprinkletonium to discard the face up 
Boost Cards and draw 3 new Boost cards

taking turns, players may choose to purchase Boost
Cards using their Sprinkletonium. Buying takes place
in order of the player having the least Sprinkletonium
to the player having the most. In case of a tie, the
player sitting closest to the first player in 
counter-clockwise order goes first.

B.

At the start of the Store phase, 3 Boost Cards 
are drawn and placed face up in a row.  A.

During the store phase, each player takes turns purchasing
useful effects and upgrades for their trucks. Boost Cards
include permanent truck upgrades and beneficial effect 

cards that either resolve immediately or remain 
in play for later use. 

3.   The St0re Phase - Upgrading Your Truck!
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How To Play



Tip: As the invasion forces become larger on later 
planets, it will become impossible to save all of the 
ice creams without truck upgrades. Spend your 

Sprinkletonium wisely!

After all players have had a chance to purchase
boosts, remaining boost cards are sent to the
discard pile.

D.

After a card is purchased, a new Boost Card is drawn
to replace the purchased Boost Card. Players may
purchase more than one card if able. Any play
immediately effects are resolved at the time
of purchase.

C.
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After completing the Equip Phase, pass the First Player Card
clockwise to the next player. Repeat Preparing the

Planet (page 9), Planet Invasion (page 10), and
The store phase (page 15) for the next planet

in numbered sequence.

While upgrades are limited to two per truck, players 
may use an unlimited number of “remains in play” 
effect .cards purchased from the boost deck.

C.

Unused upgrades in a player’s inventory may be 
saved for use during future equip phases.B.

Before traveling to the next planet, players may 
choose to equip their truck with a maximum of two 
upgrades. Place these two cards in designated
areas located on the Ice Cream Truck Card.

A.

Prepare your truck with the purchased upgrades
As you get ready to save another planet from the

Robot invasion.

4.   The Equip Phase - Load Up Your Truck!
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How To Play
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victory!!!

After completion of the fifth and final planet, victory 
points (vP) are counted.  If the players were able to
collectively defend a total of 10 or more ice cream 

tokens from escaping, then they share in
glorious group victory.

Additionally, the Champion of the Galaxy is determined Additionally, the Champion of the Galaxy is determined 
based upon which player acquired the most ice cream 

tokens and Sprinkletonium during the game.

Each ice cream saved counts as 2 vPs and each
Sprinkletonium counts as 1 vP. In the event of a tie,

the Champion of the Galaxy is the player with the most 
Ice Cream tokens. 

If their ice cream total is also equal, then the tied If their ice cream total is also equal, then the tied 
players revel in becoming co-Champions of the Galaxy!

5.   End of Game

Game OVerview



Solo Play

When playing a solo mission, several rule changes take 
effect.

 Remove the following Boost Effect
cards from the deck before play:

 

Ice Cream PartyIce Cream Party
Free Sample
Yoink!!

Line Cutter
Expanded Capacity
Team Player

Solo players use the 2 player planet cards to 
determine robot placement. Want a harder challenge? determine robot placement. Want a harder challenge? 

Try the 3 player planet cards!

Solo player may attack twice per turn

Solo players begin the game with 8 cards in hand.
Discarding Sprinkletonium to refill your hand will also 

draw up to 8 cards instead of 7.

During the draw step, the solo player will
draw 3 weaponized Ice Cream cards and keep 2draw 3 weaponized Ice Cream cards and keep 2

During the Equip phase, solo players may equip their 
truck with up to 3 truck upgrades rather than 2.
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variant Rules



Boost Purchase Limits
During each store phase, players may only purchase
1 boost card. You may still use a Sprinkletonium to
flush the cards before purchasing. 

F.

Attack twice Per Turn
On their turn, players may perform two attacks 
instead of one. There is no drawing of new cards 
between the two attacks. Boost and robot placement 
rules are the same as in regular mode.

e.

Ice Cream Social
After all players have loaded their truck upgrades,
an ice cream Social occurs wherein a number of 
Weaponized Ice Cream cards equal to the number of 
players are drawn and placed face-up. The group then
decides which card goes to each player. If no
agreement can be reached regarding who gets theagreement can be reached regarding who gets the
cards from the Ice Cream Social, then all of the Ice
Cream Social cards are shuffled and randomly
distributed among the players.

D.

All Red Spinstons
All Spinstons are red Spinston 2.0C.

Weaponized Sprinkletonium
When paying 1 Sprinkletonium to refill the hand, the
player may additionally weaponize 1 Sprinkletonium
by pulling 1 of their own Sprinkletonium into their
hand rather than drawing a 7th (or 8th in the solo
variant) card. The weaponized Sprinkletonium
behaves identically to a Brain Freeze card.behaves identically to a Brain Freeze card.

B.

Harder Robots
Remove 6 Lil Chips, 2 Peaboties, and 2 Punk Rockits
from the Robot Draw deck.

A.

Challenge variants
If players want to increase or decrease the difficulty 
of the game, the rule changes in these variants provide 
greater flexibility in customizing your Robots Love Ice 
Cream Experience. It is also possible to combine these 

variants for even more fun!
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variant Rules



Boosting Second Attacks - Rapid Pop Special and Sunday Special 
upgrades cannot be used to boost the second attack using either Hit Em 
Quick and Oh Fuuuuuuudge upgrades. 

Sprinkletonium - Sprinkletonium cards do not have a discard pile. Lost 
or spent Sprinkletonium cards are simply placed back in the deck. Should a 
player need to draw Sprinkletonium and there is none available in the 
deck, they simply do not receive any that turn.

Shuffling Decks - The robots, weaponized ice cream, and boost cards 
are shuffled when each of the decks are depleted. Do not reshuffle the 
discards if there are still cards remaining in the draw piles.

Clarifications

Lil Chunk - When lil chunk summons a 
robot, the summoned robot is placed in 
the same column as Lil Chunk if possible 
or in the first open space available 
starting with the highest open position in 
the column to the right of Lil Chunk. 
Available columns must still have a 
Spinston. The lowest row (4th level) is Spinston. The lowest row (4th level) is 
only considered to be open space in 4 
player games. If no open space is 
available, no new robots are placed.

Lil Chip - When Lil Chip moves to the right, 
he moves to the highest open space 
available in a different column, starting available in a different column, starting 
with the column to the right of its current 
position. Little Chip can move to different 
rows.  The lowest row (4th level) is only 
considered to be open space during 4 player 
games and only on those rows which show a 
4th level on the planet setup card. 
Available columns must have a Spinston to Available columns must have a Spinston to 
be considered a valid open space. If no other 
columns are available, Lil Chip stays in 
place.
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An advertisement from Dragon Army™

The Robots Love Ice Cream universe would not exist were it not for the 
original vision from Burton Posey. He and the developers, artists, and 
designers at Dragon Army who brought this video game to life were the 
catalyst and inspiration for the tabletop endeavor. I am grateful to 
Jeff Hilimire and Ryan Tuttle at Dragon Army for the opportunity to 
work with these characters.

Thank you to Thomas Holt for the fantastic and tireless work he put Thank you to Thomas Holt for the fantastic and tireless work he put 
into making the art for this game. Not only did he craft the fun visual 
representation of the game design, but he also created the 25th Century 
Games logo. This game would not have been possible without him.

The development process behind the scenes could not have been done The development process behind the scenes could not have been done 
without the assistance of Matthew Goeke and Andrew Hayes. Along with 
Daric Morris and Andy Skilling, they were instrumental in working 
through the early prototype concepts. Also I want to give a big thank 
you to Scott Lootens for his work on the Kickstarter trailer editing and 
production. 

On behalf of everyone involved, I want to express our sincerest 
gratitude to the Kickstarter backers who supported this project. gratitude to the Kickstarter backers who supported this project. 
Without their pledges, this game would never have made it to tabletops 
around the world. To both the backers and others who purchase Robots 
Love Ice Cream, I hope this game brings you, your family, and your 
friends together for hours of enjoyment around the table. 

-Chad Elkins

Thank you
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